
Autobiographical statement of Shen Hao - a failed shape  

 

A painting knife, is often what I typically think of as a “cleaning tool”, though some artists use them directly 

for painting. But in essence, it is used to clean and apply colors, or during typical painting the brush remains 

the essential element while the knife is marginalized. So I combined mezzotint techniques in my painting by 

using the knife, and began using the knife to paint oil painting. From only using the simple blade and canvas 

to paint in parallel for a relatively flattened surface, to skillfully using the tip, blade, and flank to make the 

painting basic elements: point, line, and surface, I probably spent nearly three years. The fact that rubbing 

the blade was relative to the brush’s movement, suppleness, twisting, pulling, and dragging, through the 

knife’s series of simple and intuitive skills deeply fascinated me, and that is why I began to seek a new 

expression in my canvas results: could I not completely realize a new manifestation, but since the knife’s 

metal is so restrictive, when you can achieve the same painting result with the blade as with a brush, but 

when you look up close you appreciate how the blade gives expression to a rough sense, a sense of order, 

and impressionistic sense. This explanation may seem a little bombastic, to simplify let me say: making 

every effort to be the “coarse” of the “fine”. This simple expression may not have completely given 

expression to my purpose, but its contradiction, I think may sum up my life. For someone marginalized 

since youth, after growing up using a marginalized tool, and engaging in a marginalized profession. “Use of 

a knife can create painting canvas results similar to those of a brush”. But this is itself problematic, when 

the public view the work they will often forget the use of the implements and place most of their focus on 

the contents of the painting. Indeed some viewers only realize that I have used a marginalized tool only 

after explaining this to them. I seem unable to express this, but I believe that there are many “successes” in 

the world which the public emulate, so for someone who has failed as I have after intensive efforts, 

perhaps I have added the color of a tragic hero to my life? So even if has been tortuous, the failed path has 

been my privilege to walk anyway. And I want to use these seeming failures to help accelerate the public’s 

trajectory forward, so everyone can slowly enjoy observing the wonderful special sense of silk blowing in 

the breeze. Actually, every generation has those who do feel out of time. 


